
Hollywood  Couple  Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis Reveal
Daughter’s Name

By Katie Gray

Hollywood couple Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis have revealed
the name of their newborn daughter! For months, the world had
been anticipating the arrival of their celebrity baby. The two
gorgeous actors welcomed Wyatt Isabelle Kutcher into the world
on Tuesday, September 30th, according to UsMagazine.com. The
Two And A Half Men star took to his Facebook account to share
the celebrity baby news and wrote, “Here’s your baby photo.
Well, one of them is. Now can the helicopter please stop
hovering over our house, there is a baby sleeping inside! And
she’s super cute.” He also shared the following wish for his
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baby  girl:  “May  your  life  be  filled  with  wonder,  love,
laughter, health, happiness, curiosity, and privacy. ” 

This  Hollywood  couple  picked  out
the  perfect  name  for  their  first
celebrity baby! Here are three ways
to  give  your  baby  a  name  with
meaning:

Cupid’s Advice: 

Choosing a baby’s name is often times tricky, especially when
you’re compromising with your partner. This Hollywood couple
found the perfect name for their first celebrity kid, and
Cupid wants to help you do the same! Here are ways to bring
meaning to your baby’s name:

1. Look up the actual meanings: Every name out there has a
specific meaning. You can search a variety of names for both
genders online, in books, and in magazines. Typically, a name
has  a  direct  meaning  and  specific  origin  with  several
qualities and personality traits linked with it. For instance,
Lucy means “light,” while Timothy means “God’s honor.”

Related Link: How To Compromise on Your Baby’s Name

2. Consider a family name: Many people choose to name their
children after relatives or people who inspire them. This can
be a great way to add more significance to your baby’s name.
Giving your bundle of joy the same middle name as a family
member  or  someone  you  admire  is  a  great  way  to  make  it
special!

Related Link: How To Decide On A Baby Name

3. Think about your ethnicity or religion: A nice way to make
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a name symbolic is by choosing one that is connected to your
ethnicity and religion. It really represents who a person is
and makes it that much more meaningful. For example, common
Italian names include Giuseppe or Joe, Francesca, Giovanni and
Maria,  while  common  Greek  names  are  Sophia  and  Giorgos
orGeorge. You may also want to give your baby a Saint or
Biblical name, like Patrick or Teresa.

What are some ways you have made your baby’s name special?
Share your thoughts below!


